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Introduction: 

Detailed Summary of Product Feed Extension: 

Product Feed Generator extension is used for generating product feed, Google Feed, Get 

Price Feed, EBay Feed and My Shopping Feed for all the products from different stores with 

different file format like CSV, XML, and TXT. From admin panel you can generate product 

details which you like by selecting from the list of fields i.e. SKU, Product Title, 

Manufacturer, Category, Product URL, Image URL, Description, Sell Price, Availability, 

Shipping Cost, Weight, pub Date. You can also specify the field or column name and also 

gives default value to them. Product Feed Generator extension also provides column 

separation on only txt file format. In that, you can select semicolon and comm. Our 

extension support multi store and multi languages. Once you generate this product feed 

then you can submit it to any website like Google, get price, eBay, my shopping etc. You can 

also submit this product feed to any affiliate system. You have to modify product xml file as 

per their specification or rules.  

Our extension is easy to setup and give many options which are configuring from admin. 

Features of this extension: 

 Give Category mapping feature for the Google, eBay feed. 

 Give different template for all the feed to the user just selects the fields and 

generate the feed. 

 Give edit feed option using feed template. 

 Give regenerate feed option. 

 Save exported files into the var folder. 

 Supported SUPEE-6788 Security Patches.  

 Compatibility with Magento 1.4.x - 1.9.x. 
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How to Generate Product Feed? 

Product feed generator extension is used for generating product feed for all the products 

from different stores with different file formats like CSV, XML, and TXT. To add the Fields in 

the generated feed select the checkbox from the left side column. i.e. SKU, Product Title, 

Manufacturer, Category, Product URL, Image URL, Description, Sell Price, Availability, 

Shipping Cost, Weight, Pub Date. You can also specify the field or column name and also 

gives a default value to them. Here if we need to add the custom fields then use Add New. 

Using this we can add a custom column to the feed. Select attributes from the drop down 

then attribute drop down is display and select attribute from that drop down. Here if you do 

not enter specify field label for the Add New Field then it will take attribute code as a label 

which is select from the drop-down. 

Step -1:   Go to Admin MageBees -> Product Feed -> Generate Product Feed. 

 

Here we need to select the store so base in the selected store all the category are display in 

the category drop down so base on the category we can generate the feed. If you are not 

select category from the drop-down then it will generate the feed for all the categories. 
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Here category is listed base in the selected Store. Select feed file format from the feed file 

format drop down. To generate the feed click on the Generate Product Feed button and if 

you want to save the feed then click on the Save Product Feed button. Here we save the 

feed using Save Product Feed. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

When We Save the Feed using Save Product Feed Button then it will save the Product Feed 

& it will list on the Manage Feed Page. 

Step -2: To Edit the Last Generated Feed Go to Manage Feed page.  

Go to Admin MageBees -> Product Feed -> Manage Feed. 

On the Manage Feed page list, all the saved feed. So here we can edit the feed and also 

delete the feed. To edit the feed select the edit from the action drop down & if you want to 

delete the feed then select the delete from the drop down. 
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Here when we select the edit from the action drop-down then it will redirect to the edit 

feed page. 

You will get Following Screen. 

 

Here you can add the different column to  your feed. You can also remove the fields from 

the feed. You can also change the feed file format & category also. When clicking on the 

update product feed then it will update the feed & redirect to manage feed page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Step -3: To Regenerate the feed from manage feed page. 

Select Regenerate from Action drop down.  

 

When you can regenerate that feed successfully. You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Notes: 

 When Feed is generated in the xml format then do not use Specify Field Label value 

staring with numerical value. 

 When Edit the Feed then “You Can Not Change File Name”. 
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What is Category Mapping? 

In some Feed, they are using their own category name instead of our category name. So we 

need to make the category mapping for that category. By using category mapping we can 

set our products in their category base on his category name.  

Google Category Mapping: 

Categories names you are using in your Magento aren't always the same that used by 

Google Merchant to reference your products. This means you have to find out which Google 

Merchant categories have the best matching with your product’s category, according to the 

Google product taxonomy. To Refer to the Google product taxonomy use any of the below 

links: 

https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/1705911 

http://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.xls OR 

http://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.txt 

E.g.: If your want to add Category Mapping Value to  the Google Feed. 

Animals & Pet Supplies - Pet Supplies - Bird Supplies. Then it will write like this:  

Animals & Pet Supplies > Pet Supplies > Bird Supplies 

 

Here if you can use http://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.txt 

Link for then Google Category Mapping Value then in that Category Mapping Value is 

Directly Set. 

eBay Category Mapping: 

 Categories names you are using in your Magento aren't always the same that used 

by eBay Merchant to reference your products. This means you have to find out which eBay 

Merchant categories have the best matching with yours, according to the eBay product 

taxonomy. Use the below link to get the eBay Category Mapping Value. In the eBay there is 

Category & Category ID two fields depend on the Category Mapping Value.  

http://support.google.com/merchants/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1705911
https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/1705911
http://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.xls
http://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.txt
http://www.google.com/basepages/producttype/taxonomy.en-US.txt
http://support.google.com/merchants/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1705911
http://support.google.com/merchants/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1705911
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http://merchantsupportintl.eBaycommercenetwork.com/files/eBay_Commerce_Network_F

eed_Specification_UK_v5.0.xlsx 

In this Feed Specification, there is categories tab so copy category mapping value from 

there. 

 
 
If we need to use Appliances > Air Purifiers as category mapping then it will use like   
“Appliances > Air Purifiers 96335”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How to Generate the Category Mapping: 

Category Mapping Means It will use the category name which you can set for that category. 

For example In the Magento category name is Men Clothing but in the Category Mapping if 

http://merchantsupportintl.ebaycommercenetwork.com/files/eBay_Commerce_Network_Feed_Specification_UK_v5.0.xlsx
http://merchantsupportintl.ebaycommercenetwork.com/files/eBay_Commerce_Network_Feed_Specification_UK_v5.0.xlsx
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you set Cloth for the Men Clothing then when we generate the Feed then it will use Cloth 

instead of 'Men Clothing'. 

Step -1:   Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Manage Category Mapping. 

Click on the Add New Category Mapping. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

EX: How to generate Google category mapping 
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EX: How to generate eBay category mapping: 

 

Set the category mapping name & select the store so base in the store display category 

listing. Then select the store then category mapping grid list all the categories are listing as 

parent-child relationship. To get Category Mapping Value Go to the Notes tab. In that, there 

is a link available for the Google Category Mapping and eBay Category Mapping.  

When clicking on the Notes Tab then you will get the Following Screen. 

 

When clicking on the Save Category Mapping then it will save the Category mapping and 

redirect to the Category Mapping Page.  

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Here you can update the Category Mapping by selecting the edit from the action drop 

down. If you want to delete the feed then select the remove from the action drop down. 

When select edit action from the action drop-down of the category mapping then it will 

redirect to the edit category mapping page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

When clicking on the Save Category Mapping on the edit category mapping page then it will 

save the category mapping and redirect to the category mapping page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Notes: 

 Here you cannot Use any single quotes or double quotes in the category 

mapping value. 

 Here if any of the Category Mapping Value is blank then it will give error so 

please fill the entire Category mapping value. 

 On the Edit you can only change the Mapping Fields value. 

 You cannot change the name of the category mapping. We cannot change the 

Store value. 
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How to Generate Google Feed? 

Product Feed Generator extension is used for generating Google feed for all the products 

from different stores with different file format like CSV, XML. In the Google Feed, there are 

some fields are mandatory fields so you can not remove it from the feed and some fields are 

recommended fields so if you need to add that fields in the feed then select that checkbox. 

In the Google Feed, there is category mapping drop-down. In this drop-down, there is a list 

of category mapping base on the selected store from the select store drop-down. Here you 

need to select the category mapping from the category mapping drop-down. 

Google_Product_Category value is base on the Category Mapping. 

Google Feed Attribute List 

Attribute Descriptions 
 

Id (<g:id>) The unique identifier for your product (usually the SKU code) 

Title (<title>) The name of your item. 

Description(<description>) The description of the item. 

Google product category 
(<g:google_product_category>) 

Google's category of the item. 
Indicates the category of the product being submitted, 
according to the Google Product taxonomy. 

Link (<link>) The URL directly linking to your item's page on your website. 

Image link (<g:image_link>) The URL of the main image of the item. 

Condition (<g:condition>) The condition or state of the item. 
Only accepted values: new, used, refurbished. 

Availability (<g:availability>) The availability status of the item 
Only accepted values: in stock, available for order, out of stock, 
preorder 

Quantity (<g:quantity>) The Quantity on the Item. 

Price (<g:price>) The price of the item. 
Note about unique product identifiers: except for custom made items, you need to submit at least two of 
the three attributes 'brand', 'gtin' and 'mpn'. 

Brand (<g:brand>) The brand of the item. Here We Use Product Name as Brand. 

Gtin (<g:gtin>) Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) of the item. 
Here We Need to make attribute in the magento with the gtin 
code. 

MPN (<g:mpn>) Manufacturer Part Number (MPN) of the item. Here we Use the 
Product SKU as MPN. This code uniquely identifies the product 
to its manufacturer. 

Gender (<g:gender>) 3 accepted values: male, female, unisex. 
Note: Required for all apparel items in feeds that target the US, 
UK, DE, FR, and JP. Recommended for other countries 

Age group (<g:age_group>) 2 accepted values: adult, kids. 
Note: Required for all apparel items in feeds that target the US, 
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UK, DE, FR, and JP. Recommended for other countries and 
product categories 

Color (<g:color>) Color of the item. E.g.: Red, Green. 

Size (<g:size>) Size of the item. Use “S”, “M” , and “L” as sizes, not “S”, 
“Medium” , and “Lrg” 

Tax (<g:tax>) Providing this attribute for an item overrides the default tax 
costs specified in your Google Merchant Center settings. 
Note: This attribute is only accepted in the US, if your feed 
targets a country outside of the US, please do not use this 
attribute. 

Shipping (<g:shipping>) Shipping cost. 
Providing this attribute for an item overrides the global shipping 
settings you defined in your Google Merchant Center settings. 

Shipping weight 
(<g:shipping_weight>) 

The weight of the product used to calculate the shipping cost of 
the item. Here We Pass weight in the kg. 

Product type 
(<g:product_type>) 

Your category of the item. 
This attribute also indicates the category of the product being 
submitted, 

Additional image link 
(<g:additional_image_link>) 

Additional URLs of images of the item. 
You can include up to 10 additional images per item by including 
the attribute multiple times. 

To know more about the Google Feed fields then use the following links. 

https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/188494?hl=en 

  

https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/188494?hl=en
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Step -1:   Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Generate Google Feed. You will get 

the Following Screen. 

 

Here we need to select the store so base in the selected store all the category are display in 

the category drop down so base on the category we can generate the feed. If we not select 

a category from the drop-down then it will generate the feed for all the categories. 

Select the category mapping from the drop down. In the category mapping drop-down list 

the category mapping which we generate from Manage Category Mapping. 

Here category & category mapping is listed base on the selected store. Select feed file 

format from the feed file format drop down. 

In the form there is a list of fields which are not added into the generated feed so if we need 

to add Gtin, Weight, Tax, Shipping then select the checkbox & then generate the feed. 

Note: 

 In the mpn we use product SKU which is unique for all the products. 

 In the brand by default, we select product name. 

 Change Brand & Condition value from the drop-down if you want to add that 

attribute value in that field. 
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 Add gtin attribute & assign it to the products in which you want to add its value. 

Use “gtin“code for the attribute. 

 Add Tax & shipping’s all sub attribute value in the box. 

When we need to add extra fields then click on the Add New button. There is option 

Attribute. When you select attribute then display drop-down list for all the attributes from 

the default attribute Set. Here if you do not enter Specify Field Label for the Add New Field 

then it will take attribute code as Label. 

If you need to only generate the feed then click on Generate Google feed. On the Google 

Feed page, there is Note available at the bottom for the some extra field’s value so you can 

easily get which columns need which value.  When you save the Feed using Save Google 

Feed Button then it will save the Google Feed & it will list on the Manage Feed Page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

 

Step -2: To Edit the Last Generated Feed Go to Manage Feed page.    
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On the Manage Feed page list, all the saved feed. So here we can edit, regenerate the feed 

and also delete the feed. To edit the feed select the edit from the action drop down & if you 

want to delete the feed then select the delete from the drop down. 

Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Manage Feed. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here when we select the Edit from the Action drop-down then it will redirect to the edit 

feed page. You will get Following Screen. 

 

Here you can add the different column to your feed. You can also remove the fields from 

the feed. You can also change the feed file format & category also. When clicking on the 

Update Google Feed then it will update the Feed & redirect to manage feed page. 
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You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Step -3: To Regenerate the feed from Manage Feed page. Click on the Regenerate button 

from Manage Feed list. 

 

When you can regenerate that feed successfully. 

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Notes: 

 When Feed is generated in the xml format then do not use Specify Field Label value 

staring with numerical value. 

 When Edit the Feed then “You Can Not Change File Name”. 
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How to Upload Feed To Google Merchant Center? 

In order to submit your products to Google Shopping, you'll have to create a data feed in 

your Google Merchant Center using following links. 

http://www.google.com/merchants/ 

After you are login to the Google merchant centre. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Click on the Feeds link. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

After fill, all the details then click on continue you will get the Following Screen. Select 

uploading method then click on continue button. 

http://www.google.com/merchants/
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Now fill feed details and upload feed and click on the save button for uploading Google feed 

manually. 

 

After a few minutes, Google Merchant Center shows you the number of inserted items and 

offers you to display errors in your data feed. Click on the View errors or Load into the 

debugger to display error. 

Please Read error’s descriptions. It will help you to understand the error and fix your data 

feed issue. 
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How to Generate eBay Feed? 

Product Feed Generator extension is used for generating eBay feed for all the products from 

different stores with different file format like CSV, XML. In the eBay Feed, there are some 

fields are Mandatory Fields so you can not remove it from the feed and some fields are 

recommended fields so if you need to add that fields in the feed then select that checkbox. 

In the eBay Feed, there is category mapping drop-down. In this drop-down, there is a list of 

category mapping base on the selected store from the select store drop-down. Here you 

need to select the category mapping from the category mapping drop-down. Category & 

Category ID value is base on the Category Mapping. If you are not select the category 

mapping value from the category-mapping drop down then it will use Magento category 

name as Category column and in the Category ID use Magento Category ID. 

eBay Feed Attribute List: 

Attribute Categories Description Format Required or  
Recommended 

Unique 

Merchant SKU 

All Provide the unique SKU number 
you use internally to identify this 
item.   

Text Required 

Product Name All Product Names must be clear and 
concise.  They should also be 
descriptive of the product being 
sold. Use the following template to 
build your product names: Main 
brand + Sub-brand, family or 
product name + Up to 3 key 
attributes + Generic product type.   
This template will help consumers 
identifying your product.   

Text Required 

Product URL All URL on your website containing the 
product detail and buy button for 
the applicable product. 

Text Required  
 

Image URL 

 

All Provide the URL to the item’s 
largest primary image.  Minimum 
size accepted: 150 pixels on at least 
one side of the image. The product 
will be rejected if both sides of the 
image are smaller than 150 pixels.  
Remember that consumers love 
large, high-quality images.  EBay 
Commerce Network also reseves 
the right to remove placeholder 
images, images with watermarks, 

URL Required  
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logos or phone numbers, blank or 
blurry images.  Please ensure the 
highest quality image possible for 
all your images.  EBay Commerce 
Network will download this 
product image and any subsequent 
updates, and host it on its servers. 
Any modern format is acceptable, 
i.e. JPEG, PNG, GIF, TIFF. 

Current Price ALL Provide your current selling price 
for the item including VAT. 

0 
 

Required 

Stock 

Availability 

All Denote Y or YES to show you have 
the product in stock and N, NO or 
NONE when the product is out of 
stock.  Out-of-stock products will 
not be shown on the eBay 
Commerce Network.  Alternatively, 
you can use either Back-order or 
Pre-order as values. If you do not 
put any information in this column, 
your items will be rejected and not 
shown on the eBay Commerce 
Network. 

Text Required 

Condition 

 

All 
 

Please use this field to indicate if 
the item is “New”, “Used” or 
“Refurbished”. IMPORTANT:  eBay 
Commerce Network currently 
displays "New" products only.  
"Used" and "Refurbished" products 
are rejected automatically. 

Text 
 

Required  
 

MPN/ISBN 

(for Media) 

 

Media 
Only 
 

The ISBN is a unique machine-
readable identification number.  
EBay Commerce Network supports 
both the 10 and 13 digit versions of 
ISBN. 

Alpha-
numeric 
 

Required  
 

UPC or EAN 

(for Media) 

 

Media 
Only 
 

EBay Commerce Network supports 
both the 12-digit Universal Product 
Codes (UPC) and the 13-digit EAN 
codes. UPC or EAN are strongly 
recommended in all categories.  
Items with UPC or EAN will be 
better classified in eBay Commerce 
Network.   

Numeric 
 

Required  
 

Original Price All 
 

If your website displays a price 
drop and/or percent savings for 

0 
 

Recommended 
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 this item, provide here the item’s 
original price. 

Category 

 

All 
 

Please provide a breadcrumb 
describing your classification of the 
respective product. 

Breadcr
umb 
 

Recommended 
 

Category ID 

 

All 
 

Please use the updated Category 
worksheet to provide the right 
eBay Commerce Network's 
Category ID for this item.  When 
provided, eBay Commerce 
Network's client service team can 
use this information to 
troubleshoot any automatic 
misclassification of the item.  

Numeric 
 

Recommended 
 

Brand/Manufact

urer 

All 
 

Brand, manufacturer, or publisher 
of the product. 

Text 
 

Recommended 
 

Product 

Description  

All 
 

Product Descriptions should 
elaborate on Product Names and 
provide all relevant product details.  
This will be displayed in the Deal 
Listing. 

Text.  
Limited 
to 4000 
characte
rs. 

Recommended 

Product Weight All Indicate the weight of the product. Text Optional 

Alternative 

Image URL  

All Provide the URL of an image that 
presents a different view or angle 
of the product shown in the Image-
URL column. 
 

URL Optional 
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Step-1: Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Generate EBay Feed. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here we need to select the store so base in the selected store all the category are display in 

the category drop down so base on the category we can generate the feed. If we not select 

a category from the drop-down then it will generate the feed for all the categories. 

Select the category mapping from the drop down. In the category mapping, drop-down list 

the category mapping which we generate from manage category mapping. 

Here category & category mapping is listed base on the selected store. Select feed file 

format from the feed file format drop down. 

In the form, there is a list of fields which are not added into the generated feed so if 

we need to add MPN/ISBN, Category, Category ID, Product Description , Product 

Weight, Alternative Image URL, UPC or EAN then select the checkbox & generate the 

feed. 

 

 

 

Note: 
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 In the Brand / Manufacture by default, we select product name. 

 Select MPN / ISBN & UPC or EAN & Condition value from the drop-down if you 

want to add that attribute value in that field. 

 Here using Alternative Image URL will list up to 5 Image URL as Alternative Image. 

When we need to add extra fields then click on the Add New button. There is option 

Attribute. When you select Attribute then display drop-down list for all the attributes from 

the default attribute Set. Here if you do not enter specify field label for the Add New field 

then it will take attribute code as a label. 

If you need to only generate the feed then click on Generate eBay feed. When you save the 

Feed using Save eBay Feed Button then it will save the eBay Feed & it will list in the Manage 

Feed Page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

 

Step -2: To Edit the Last Generated Feed Go to Manage Feed page.    

On the Manage Feed page list, all the saved feed. So here we can edit the feed and also 

delete the feed. To edit the feed select the edit from the action drop down & if you want to 

delete the feed then select the delete from the drop down. 
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Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Manage Feed. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here when we select the Edit from the Action drop-down then it will redirect to the edit 

feed page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here you can add the different column to your feed. You can also remove the fields from 

the feed. You can also change the feed file format & category also. When clicking on the 

Update eBay Feed then it will update the Feed & redirect to manage feed page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Step -3: To Regenerate the feed from manage feed page. 

 

When you can regenerate that feed successfully. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

 

Notes: 

 When Feed is generated in the xml format then do not use Specify Field Label value 

staring with numerical value. 

 When Edit the Feed then “You Can Not Change File Name”. 
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How to Generate Get Price Feed? 

Product Feed Generator extension is used for generating Get Price feed for all the products 

from different stores with different file format like CSV, XML. In the Get Price Feed, there 

are some fields are mandatory fields so you can not remove it from the feed and some fields 

are recommended fields so if you need to add that fields in the feed then select that 

checkbox. In the Get Price Feed, there is category mapping drop-down. In this drop-down, 

there is a list of category mapping base on the selected store from the select store drop-

down. Here in the Get Price feed, there is no need to select the category mapping Value 

from the drop down.  

Step-1: Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Generate Get Price Feed. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here you need to select the store so base in the selected store all the category are display in 

the category drop down so base on the category we can generate the feed. If you are not 

select category from the drop-down then it will generate the feed for all the categories. 

Select the category mapping from the drop down. In the category, mapping drop-down lists 

the category mapping which we generate from Manage category mapping. Here category & 

category mapping is listed base on the selected store. Select feed file format from the feed 

file format drop down.  
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In the form, there is a list of fields which are added into the generated feed so if we need to 

add the Sale Price, Brand, Model, Shipment Costs, Quantity then selects the checkbox and 

then generate the feed. Sale Price will display special price of the product. In the Brand and 

Model, there is a listing of the Attributes in the drop down so select the attribute from the 

drop-down. 

Note: 

 In the Brand by default, we select country of manufacture so you can also change 

from the drop-down. 

 In the Model by default, we select product name so you can also change from the 

drop-down. 

When we need to add extra fields then click on the Add New button. There is option 

attribute. So select attribute option then it will display drop-down list for all the attributes 

from the default attribute Set. Here if you do not enter specify field label for the Add New 

Field then it will take attribute code as Label. 

If you need to generate the feed then click on Generate Get Price feed. When you save the 

feed using save Get Price Feed Button then it will save the Get Price Feed & it will list on the 

Manage Feed Page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Step -2: To Edit the Last Generated Feed Go to Manage Feed page.    

On the Manage Feed page list, all the saved feed. So here we can edit the feed and also 

delete the feed. To edit the feed select the edit from the action drop down & if you want to 

delete the feed then select the delete from the drop down. 

Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Manage Feed. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here when we select the Edit from the Action dropdown then it will redirect to the edit feed 

page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here you can add the different column to your feed. You can also remove the fields from 

the feed. You can also change the feed file format & category also. When click on the 

Update Get Price Feed then it will update the Feed & redirect to manage feed page. 
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You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Step -3: To Regenerate the feed from Manage feed page. Select Regenerate from action 

drop down.  

 

When you can regenerate that feed successfully. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

 

Notes: 

 When Feed is generated in the xml format then do not use Specify Field Label value 

staring with numerical value. 

 When Edit the Feed then “You Can Not Change File Name”. 
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How to Generate My Shopping Feed? 

Product Feed Generator extension is used for generating My Shopping feed for all the 

products from different stores with different file format like CSV, XML. In the My Shopping 

Feed, there are some fields are mandatory fields so you can not remove it from the feed and 

some fields are recommended fields so if you need to add that fields in the feed then select 

that checkbox.  

Step-1 

Go to Admin -> MageBees -> Product Feed -> Generate My Shopping Feed. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here you need to select the store so base in the selected store all the category are display in 

the category drop down so base on the category we can generate the feed. If you are not 

select category from the drop-down then it will generate the feed for all the categories. 

In the form there is a list of fields which are added into the generated feed so if we need to 

add the Brand, Shipping, In Stock, Mpn then selects the check box and then generate the 

feed.  
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Note: 

 In the Brand by default, we select country of manufacture so you can also change 

from the drop-down. 

 In the Mpn by default, we select product SKU so you can also change from the drop 

down. 

When we need to add extra fields then click on the Add New button. There is option 

attribute. So select attribute option then it will display drop-down list for all the attributes 

from the default attribute Set. Here if you do not enter specify field label for the Add New 

Field then it will take attribute code as Label. 

If you need to generate the feed then click on Generate My Shopping Feed. When you save 

the feed using save My Shopping Feed Button then it will save the My Shopping Feed & it 

will list on the Manage Feed Page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Step -2: To Edit the Last Generated Feed Go to Manage Feed page.    

On the Manage Feed page list, all the saved feed. So here we can edit the feed and also 

delete the feed. To edit the feed select the edit from the action drop down & if you want to 

delete the feed then select the delete from the drop down. 

Go to Admin -> MageBees ->Product Feed -> Manage Feed. 
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You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here when we select the Edit from the Action dropdown then it will redirect to the edit feed 

page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 

 

Here you can add the different column to your feed. You can also remove the fields from 

the feed. You can also change the feed file format & category also. When clicking on the 

Update My Shopping Feed then it will update the Feed & redirect to manage feed page. 

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Step -3: To Regenerate the feed from Manage feed page. 

Click on the Regenerate button from Manage Feed list. 

 

When you can regenerate that feed successfully. 

You will get the Following Screen. 
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Notes: 

 When Feed is generated in the xml format then do not use Specify Field Label value 

staring with numerical value. 

 When Edit the Feed then “You Can Not Change File Name”. 
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FAQ:- 

Product Feed FAQS 

Q-1: When Generate the Product Feed & Give the below error? 

 

Solution: - Do not use Number Value in the Specified field’s value when generating the 

feed or update the feed. 

Google Product Feed FAQS 

Q-2: What are Product type and Google product category? 

Solution: - <g:product_type> is for categories that you have defined independently. 

Read also: http://support.google.com/merchants/bin/answer.py?answer=188494 

 
<g:google_product_category> is used for categories already defined by Google. 
Read: http://support.google.com/merchants/bin/answer.py?answer=160081 
you must include this section for each of your products 

Q-3: Missing recommended attribute: Google product category? 

Solution: - You didn't specify any category mapping for listed categories. Categories names 

you are using in your Magento aren't always the same that ones used by Google Merchant 
to reference your products. This means you have to find out which Google Merchant 
categories have the best matching with yours, according to the Google product taxonomy. 

Q-4: Missing recommended attribute: product_type? 

Solution: - product_type is an attribute which indicates the category of the product being 

submitted. 

Q-5: Missing recommended attribute: image link: 

http://support.google.com/merchants/bin/answer.py?answer=188494
http://support.google.com/merchants/bin/answer.py?answer=160081
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Solution: - Image link use the product image path. 

Q-6: Missing recommended attribute: description 

Solution: - Google needs the description for each item. So set Short Description for the 

Item. 

Q-7: Encoding problem in attribute: description 

Solution: - This error means that your descriptions contain some invalid characters: either 

wrongly encoded characters or unsupported characters (not supported by the utf8 
character set). 

Q-8: Missing required attribute: unique product identifier 

Solution: - Google requires some Unique Product Identifiers. It's also possible to specify 

that your products don't have any identifier at all: 

<g:identifier_exists>FALSE</g:identifier_exists> 

Q-9: Missing required attribute: gender 

Solution: - You didn't specify gender. Gender is required for all apparel items in feeds that 

target the US, UK, DE, FR, and JP. 3 values accepted: 

 - male 
 - female 
 - unisex 

Q-10: Missing required attribute: age group 

Solution: - You didn't specify age group. Age group is required for all apparel items in feeds 

that target the US, UK, DE, FR, and JP. 2 values accepted: 

 - adult 
 - kids 

Q-11: Missing required attribute: colour 

Solution: - You didn't specify the colour(s) of the item. Color is required for all apparel 

items in feeds that target the US, UK, DE, FR, and JP. 

Q-12: Missing required attribute: size 
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Solution: - You didn't specify the size. Size is required for all apparel items in the 'clothing' 

and 'shoes' product categories in feeds that target the US, UK, DE, FR, and JP. 

Q-13: Missing recommended attribute: google product category. 

Solution: - We cannot set the google_product_category tag in the configure product 

because of some required attributes. So if you get this kind of warning don’t worry about 
this warning you can upload your feed to Google server. 

Q- 14: When Generate the Category Mapping & Give the below error 

 

Solution: - First go back to the Magento admin using browser back options. Then go to 

manage category mapping. Delete last Generated Category Mapping. 

This Error will come because here you can use any single quotes or double quotes in the 
category mapping value so please remove it & try to generate category mapping again. 
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Q-15: Set Root Title Tag in the XML Format file. 

 

Solution: - Set Store Name from Admin -> System -> Configuration –> General –> Store 

Information. Select Default Config from Current Configuration Scope then Set the Store 
Name. Here in the title & description, we can set store name. 
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Thank you! 
 

Do you need Extension Support? Please create support 

ticket for quick reply,  

http://support.magebees.com/ 

 

Do you have any suggestions? Please contact us, 

https://www.magebees.com/contact-us 

 

 

 

http://support.magebees.com/
https://www.magebees.com/contact-us

